Holdup Stopped By Patrolman; One Thug Killed

Two Others Escape; Officer Praised for Courage and Bravery

Orcel Driskill, a free agent at Illinois Tech, was saved from possible arrest and murder Tuesday night by a citizen who was immediately identified as Pfc. John J. Driskill, patrolman on duty.

Driskill, who worked finished, left about 11 p.m., turned the blocks of the man to attack Driskill with a box containing the cash, which was turned over to the Chicago Police Department. He called for a car, which was turned over at the house of the late Chicago Police Chief LaRue, and was turned over to the police department.

As a result of Driskill's action in preventing this crime, he rendered the following services to the community:

1. To warn the police of any suspicious activity in the area.
2. To assist in the investigation of any criminal activity.
3. To provide a means of communication between the police and the community.

Driskill's actions were praised by the police department, who stated that his actions were instrumental in preventing a violent act.

Eight Men Pledged, Code Classes Held By Radio Director

Evelyn Diopson announced the names of the men who have pledged classes for the code director. The pledges are:

A/S: Albert Miguel
A/F: John Williams
A/F: Howard Paul
A/F: William Hames
A/F: Emil Arnold
A/F: Earl Franklin
A/F: James Brown
A/F: Robert Wilson

Each pledge must be approved by the code director. The pledges will be given an opportunity to earn a place in the classes if they meet the requirements set by the director.

Mueller and Margolis Leave

Heinrich and Slattery Arrive

A number of ships have been transferred to the fleet, and two new additions have been made.

Karl Mueller, Sp.SP 4 1/2 and Jack Margolis, PM 1/4 have been transferred to other ships in this country. Mueller, who has been stationed here longer than many men on this ship, will leave Monday, April 9, to take up his new position. Margolis, who was stationed on the ship for 14 months, will leave Sunday, April 8, to take up his new position.

The new additions include Philip J. Muller and Margolis, both of whom have been stationed on this ship for two years in the South Pacific.

Muller, a native of the Navy in 1943, and Margolis, a native of the Navy in 1944, have been transferred to this ship from other ships in the fleet. Muller, who has been stationed here longer than many men on this ship, will leave Monday, April 9, to take up his new position. Margolis, who was stationed on the ship for 14 months, will leave Sunday, April 8, to take up his new position.

Evelyn Diopson extends an invitation to students who are interested in learning code to stop at the ship's radio room. Although approximately 60 students have attended in the classes, there are still places available.

Home-Economic Club Plans Picnic and Tours

The tentative program was presented by the committee of the last meeting. The plans include a picnic and a tour of some of the local sites. The picnic will be held on Saturday, April 7, and the tour will be held on Sunday, April 8. More information will be available at the next meeting.
The New Link

Coop has returned to the Illinois Tech campus in the form of Henry Pye and the Link, an official dating bureau of the school. After going out of existence for several months, the Link, a society for the benefit of dimorphic type and a group of interested Tech students, has had a successful and enthusiastic return.

Pye and his associates are to be congratulated for their interest in their efforts. The old Link had a very successful though short-lived existence building numerous successful friendships. As long as the former standards of social etiquette are maintained, we see no reason why the Link should not be even more successful than the former one.

A/S Joe Hardman

A recent event involving a member of the swimming team, A/S Joe Hardman, has brought to light poor management in the physical education department.

As the story goes, it seems that Hardman, a swimmer of exceptional ability in the 200 yard breast stroke, was entered by the school in the National Collegiate Athletic Association championships. He qualified for the meet, held at the University of Michigan on March 7.

With the IIT V-10 naval command extended to Hardman a special arrangement whereby Joe was able to leave his home in time to participate in the early morning qualifying events. In the meantime, Hardman had been receiving several precious phone calls about the meet for about a month after the Illinois Tech swimming season had terminated.

Arriving in the Michigan campus for Joe to decide to have an early morning workout for the afternoon events. Having no time of his own, he asked the Michigan coach (and secretary of the NCAA) to time him in his speciality. In this practice workout Hardman swam the 200 yard breast stroke two seconds better than the national record for the event in the finals.

The next Joe saw of the Michigan coach was thirty seconds before the race was to begin when Joe asked to see him. Joe was INELIGIBLE due to the fact that Illinois Tech was not a registered member of the NCAA.

Where to place the blame for such an unfortunate situation is not easy. It is not the athletic director, assistant athletic director, or the swimming coach who could have prevented it. It is not the national collegiate championship, and a break down somewhere in the physical education department may have been the key. The responsibility should be placed on the NCAA itself.

It is a well known fact that Tech students have been/are ineligible during the past years and that Tech was never a member of the NCAA. A/S Joe Hardman

Man Of The Week

Extra-Curricular Activities Are Large Part of Albert's Work

Three words best describe the Man of the Week, Don Albert. These are: energetic, ambitious, and efficient. His informal side of education seems to take as much of his time as required.

Recently elected president of the student union, Don has participated in various other activities such as the Illinois Tech student body's student council. Currently, he serves as a member of the Illinois Tech student body executive committee. He is also a member of Pi Eta Psi, a nationwide fraternity of men.

Don has been on the campus for three years, and is president of the camera club and on the editorial board of the Illinois Tech student newspaper. He is an active member of Pi Eta Psi and is active in nearly every extra curricular activity on campus.

Don's fund manager for his physical activities is the University of Illinois. On this rapport, he says that the work is as good as anything else.

Don maintains a 3.86 grade point average.

The Techman Talking

A recent publication of a technical paper on Technometrics and Machine Design, read at a meeting of teachers, attracted our attention, to which the above subject, is the technical report of the design.

The paper described various methods of successful production of 1.5 million man-hours of work, and concluded that the process of learning, rather than being a "handicapped" step.

The significance is evident and fully applicable, but it is important to understand the student's ability; how much the students' qualifications are needed to make him a useful machine designer, and, if so, the practical value of the results, rather than simply a "handicapped" step.

In other words, if a student is to learn in the laboratory, then the students will either work out new facts, or not.

To this point, I'd like to mention the work of four graduates of a widely known engineering school who have completed as follows: one of the graduations, after two years in the same school, has turned out to be among the finest machine designers; two others, after ten years in the same school, have turned their time in graduate courses in drafting, and one graduate has dropped out completely from the picture.

I am not suggesting that if carefully picked and given an opportunity of an engineering education, would become real engineers in the field, it could not mean of any value in the next few years. The same would happen, but the methods of the college, which can be seen in the work of the graduates, should not be used as a basis for judgment. The main problem is the nature of the course and its influence on the future career.

The paper was written and given to us by a group of engineers who have been working on this subject. Their work is unfinished, but the value of this work to the student, who is going to be a graduate, is worth considering, we believe, for the education of the student, and not the final result.
MILT COX, sophomore electronics, took fourth place in the open-class handicap round of the Illinois State High School track meet of 1944. ...GORDON ERICKSON wrote the music for the University of Chicago's production of Shakespeare's "The Taming of the Shrew."...A. D. GOREY went to high school with June Haver, the movie actress....KENNY KANAYER, junior chemist, is a student of biology in addition to his engineering studies. PENNY GOODWIN, popular band leader, was an engineering student at Northwestern. ...LEON MILLER became back-up choreographer of the Michigan State Amateur Athletic Union, winning the 1939 pentathlon. ...ARTHUR ALTMAN, nephew of mechanical engineer, was one of the best place kickers in Chicago during his high school days. ...MANN has both a chemistry laboratory and a radio repair shop in his basement at home. ...MARION LYNCH, assistant librarian on the south campus, was head of the Elmwood Park Library at the age of 22. ...She was also a senior in Roney College at the time.

This column is written for the "college breed." College breed means a wool of plenty with a cut of crust and a lot of crumbs gathered together for a good meal. The doctor was questioning the nurse about her patient. "We thought you kept a share of the money for yourself," he asked. "No, sir," the blankly replied, "but I can show you the receipt.

Illinois Tech Vets

William Peterson

Most new recruits entered over one full-scale invasion; but it remained for R.C. William J. to score on the other side of the line. The heroes of the invasion appeared on two of the biggest headliners in the world. Bill enlisted in October, 1945, while attending IIT and received his basic training at Great Lakes. From there he was immediately sent to the U.S.S. Acheson, one of the oldest vessels in the fleet. One day after the Appalachian's return, the ship was out of sight.

Joshua B. was killed in an accident during the battle of the erstwhile world. When the news reached his family, a crowd of citizens surrounded by the whole nation. The ship's crew was reduced by half, and a little old lady was very much by the U.S.S. Acheson.

After the first few weeks realized that the ship would suddenly die like the "Abe" ready prepared toward their objectives. Chippewa was school- boarded and all the harbor battles were silenced.

In fact, the news was so accurate and devastating that the news reached the shores of the North Atlantic, and the ship's crew was reduced to a few men and a machine gun.

Again the "Abe" planned the invasion, and the news was relayed to all the ships. The news was relayed to all the ships. The news was relayed to all the ships. The news was relayed to all the ships. The news was relayed to all the ships. The news was relayed to all the ships.
Four

Touche

Frion Takes
State AAU Title
Relay Wins Two Decisions
And One Pin in Tourney

Winning two non-decision matches, A.J. Frierson, a member of the Illinois A.A.U. 160-pound wrestling title by defaulting his opponent for only a 6-0 major win. The other preliminary matches were held at McIlvain gymnasium on April 2 and 3.

In his first match of the tournament, Frierson met Bob Reed of the G.O.T. in six sessions and thirty-two seconds. A decision of 8-0 in Frierson's favor was the result of this second match.

The All-American champ, was selected in the physical examinations, and Bob Frese, 152 pounds, was pinned by Ken Lang in the C.G.O. in six minutes and thirty-four seconds.

The Tachers heavyweight A.J. Frierson was defeated by John Lang in the C.G.O. on a decision of 4-3.

Hardman Declared
Ineligible in NCAA

A.J. Joseph Hardman was disqualified from the final Intercollegiate AAU at Ann Arbor, Michigan. The reason given for the disqualification was that he is not a member of the NCAA. Hardman is a member of the Illinois 400 yard broad jump team which will not take part in the meet.

The American junket included a series of matches for Hardman to swim the 400 yard broad jump and run the 110 yard hurdles. He is also a member of the University of Illinois basketball team.

Hardman learned to swim at a young age and by the time he was 14 years old he was a member of the University of Illinois basketball team. In two years of college, he has won the broad jump and the hurdles.

His coach, C. R. McNew, is a member of the University of Illinois basketball team and a former Illinois AAU champion.

Embryo Fencing Team Conducts Classes
With Experienced Fencers As Teachers

After an absence of many years the campus of Illinois Tech has once again taken an active part in the sport of fencing.

Following a meeting of the students, the university studied the first lesson on the perspective of an individual who has remained unattached.

Under the leadership of Bill Murray, the captain of the Illinois Tech fencing team, a small group of experienced fencers were taught the fundamentals of fencing.

One of the fencers is a former Illinois Tech fencing team. 

Bill Murray, Munich, Germany, who is one of the teachers, has not been able to teach the class due to a training schedule for December 10, 1945. However, the war steps up.

He also attended a previous school at San Mateo Junior College in California, and was a candidate for the Varsity team when he entered Y-12.

Golf Team Practices;
Six Meets Scheduled

A total of six meets has been announced by the Illinois Tech Golf team for the season. The team is under the direction of John Hume.

The team is an annual spring team. The team has not participated in any meets except for one meets.

The schedule is as follows:

April 14, 1946—Bradley University
April 20, 1946—Bradley University
April 27, 1946—Bradley University
May 10, 1946—Lawrence University
May 16, 1946—Lawrence University
May 23, 1946—Lawrence University

Rifle Team Practices;
U. of C. is Next Match

The rifle team has been in action all season and is planning a revival of their activities with the scheduling of a match against U. of C. for the season. Practice sessions will be held at 10 a.m. on Thursday and 2 p.m. on Saturday.

The reason for the delay is due to the lack of supply of ammunition for the seasonal matches.

Several matches have been established, but none have been finished yet. It is anticipated that training will be held at the U.S. Armory under the direction of the U.S. Armory officers.

April Fool Issue
Comments Begin

The April Fool issue of the Tech News is the subject of this article. In fact, one of the most interesting aspects is the art of April Fooling. The April Fool issue is not a column but a full page of the Tech News. Only one issue of a full page of the Tech News has been done.

As for the fun it was appreciated by most of the people on the staff, especially by the April Foolers. Several members of the April Foolers' group were not happy with the April Fool issue.

Records Fall as Tech Thincldas
Defeat Lawrence and Morton

Relay Team Lops 2 Seconds Off Old Record;
New 60 Yard Dash Mark Set by Hankins

In a triangular meet with Wisconsin and Chicago, the Illinois Tech team first place, while breaking several school records. In the 60 yard dash, Hankins, a member of the Tech team, won the race by pulling the distance in the last 50 yards.

In the final race of the meet, the 4 x 200 yard relay was run. Thomas, a member of the Tech team, won the race by 2 seconds less than the previous school record.

Paul Herman Named
New Tennis Coach by Schommer

A new tennis coach, Paul Herman, has been named by Athletic Director John Schommer. Herman is a member of the Illinois Tech tennis team.

The prospects of the team are excellent and Herman is expected to continue the tradition of success.
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Wire Recorder Development Corporation Formed At IIT

In order to divert itself of commercial activities and devote itself to research and engineering development, for Industry, the Armor Research Foundation of Technology has this week activated the Wire Recorder Development Corporation.

The primary function of the new corporation is to take over all remaining apparatus and the organization currently engaged in the manufacture of the Wire Recorder under the aegis of Illinois Tech's Armor Research Foundation.

The new enterprise will be in charge of the following individuals: John O'Brien, act as president; Dr. J. H. Balmer, act as director of engineering; and W. M. Stirling, act as secretary.

The corporation will have a capitalization of $500,000, to be divided into 100,000 shares of $50 par value. The corporation will be housed in the Armour Institute building.

Publications

Aero Students Continue Engine Studies at 87th

A mixed group of navy and civilian students, under the guidance of Professor Daniel Enslow, attended the 87th Annual National Aero Convention at Washington, D.C., last Saturday and continue their studies of aircraft design.

This field trip is the first of several to be taken by this class. The students will see a demonstration of a typical engine operating in plants producing air power plants.

Fraternities & Sororities

Xi Sigma Kappa Has Again Become Active.

Xi Sigma Kappa, the national social fraternity, has re-organized the ranks of active members at IIT, according to Dean Charles E. Lewis.

The fraternity was founded in 1921 at the west campus. It has been continuously active ever since.

Informal and Formal Planning Composed by Lambda.

The Sigma Omicron Lambda club held their first informal meeting last week in the City Club. The group plans to continue meeting weekly.

Sorority News

Delta Delta Delta Electric Treasurer.

At their last meeting, the Sigma Omicron Lambda club elected turbine engineer Dr. J. H. Balmer, as treasurer.

Public Address Systems Purchased by Institute.

The Yerkes Education Department has purchased a public address system for the Institute.

New life was given to the system when a new speaker was installed in the auditorium.


A new group was organized last week by the Rho Delta Rho group. The group plans to hold a social event in the near future.

Music Maestro... Have a Coke

Coca-Cola Bottling Co., of Chicago, Inc.

...or the cue to making friends in Cuba

At Bayside, the group's little hideout in Cuba, a nightly composition dance was held.

The group is believed to have been established by the Coca-Cola Bottling Co., of Chicago, Inc., in order to promote their product in Cuba.

Scouts To Hold First Meeting

The new Boy Scout unit of IIT, Epsilon Xi, held its first meeting on Friday at 10 p.m., according to its chairman, Dr. J. H. Balmer.

The meeting was held in the Institute auditorium. The group plans to continue meeting weekly.

Student Government

A new student government was formed last week. The group plans to work on various campus projects.

Pi Kappa Alpha Pledge Belco, Mullins, and Donkers.

Three more men have been pledged to Pi Kappa Alpha, according to the group's president, Dr. J. H. Balmer.

The group plans to continue organizing and planning various campus events.
Organize First Student Chapter Of Institute of Radio Engineers

National Chairman of IRE to Be Present At First Meeting of New Group This May

The Institute of Radio Engineers has been organized at IIT, announced A/B Ernest H. Oster, chairman of the organization, today.

Mr. William Swaney, national chairman and director of the IRE and president of the General Radio Company, and Dr. L. H. Barker, head of the IRE department of IIT, will be present at the first meeting of the group to be held Monday evening at 7:30 in Auditorium.

Mr. Oster will lecture on applications of the vacuum tube. Because this lecture will be accompanied by slides illustrating his talk, the meeting will be of especial interest. The student chapter was organized from the former Radio Club.

At a special meeting of the club it was decided to appoint the IIT as a student chapter, a constitution was approved and officers elected.

In addition to Mr. Oster, other officers will be: vice-president, Jack Muncie; secretary-treasurer, A/B Paul Range, Dr. C. C. Hull, chairman of the committee, and A/B Paul Range, Dr. C. C. Hull, chairman of the committee.

There are many advantages to be realized in the organization of the IRE. "Sponsoring students and contributing toward the costs of student work in the department and in the community. All students interested are invited to attend the meeting," Mr. Swaney said.

The meeting will begin at 7:30 in the auditorium, and refreshments will be served after the meeting.

SUNSET PIES
Are Served Exclusively In The IIT Cafeteria

IIT INSTRUCTS CHOILMERS MEN

By means of a program underwritten by the Institute of Radio Engineers, the national organization of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, the national organization of IIT, a program of instruction in the field of radio engineering has been offered to the Institute of Radio Engineers, the national organization of IIT. This program, which is open to the public, will be offered on Wednesday, April 16, beginning at 6:30 p.m. in the Student Union Building.

The program, which is open to the public, will be offered on Wednesday, April 16, beginning at 6:30 p.m. in the Student Union Building.

TECH TIME TABLE

MATH CLUB MEMBERS TO DISCUSS REORGANIZATION

The Math Club of the IIT will be reorganized on Wednesday, April 15. The meeting will be held during the free period at 12:30 in room 370.

SPRING TALENT SHOW

The spring talent show will be held on Saturday, April 18, beginning at 8 p.m. in the auditorium.
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The Math Club will be reorganized on Wednesday, April 15. The meeting will be held during the free period at 12:30 in room 370.
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